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Visual Context Enhanced: The Joint Contribution
of Iconic Gestures and Visible Speech to
Degraded Speech Comprehension
Linda Drijversa,b and Asli Özyüreka,b,c

Purpose: This study investigated whether and to what
extent iconic co-speech gestures contribute to information
from visible speech to enhance degraded speech
comprehension at different levels of noise-vocoding.
Previous studies of the contributions of these 2 visual
articulators to speech comprehension have only been
performed separately.
Method: Twenty participants watched videos of an
actress uttering an action verb and completed a free-recall
task. The videos were presented in 3 speech conditions
(2-band noise-vocoding, 6-band noise-vocoding, clear),
3 multimodal conditions (speech + lips blurred, speech +
visible speech, speech + visible speech + gesture), and
2 visual-only conditions (visible speech, visible speech +
gesture).

Results: Accuracy levels were higher when both visual
articulators were present compared with 1 or none. The
enhancement effects of (a) visible speech, (b) gestural
information on top of visible speech, and (c) both visible
speech and iconic gestures were larger in 6-band than
2-band noise-vocoding or visual-only conditions. Gestural
enhancement in 2-band noise-vocoding did not differ from
gestural enhancement in visual-only conditions.
Conclusions: When perceiving degraded speech in a
visual context, listeners benefit more from having both
visual articulators present compared with 1. This benefit
was larger at 6-band than 2-band noise-vocoding, where
listeners can benefit from both phonological cues from
visible speech and semantic cues from iconic gestures to
disambiguate speech.

N

movements, and teeth, and speech involves a form-to-form
mapping between syllables and visible speech on a phonological level. Previous research has argued that both iconic
gestures and visible speech can enhance speech comprehension, especially in adverse listening conditions, such as
degraded speech (Holle, Obleser, Rueschemeyer, & Gunter,
2010; Obermeier, Dolk, & Gunter, 2012; Ross, Saint-Amour,
Leavitt, Javitt, & Foxe, 2007; Sumby & Pollack, 1954). However, the contribution of iconic gestures and visual speech to
audiovisual enhancement of speech in adverse listening conditions has been mostly studied separately. Because natural,
face-to-face communication involves gestures and visual
speech as possible visual articulators, this raises the questions
of whether, the extent to which, and the mechanism by which
the co-occurrence of these two visual articulators influences
speech comprehension in adverse listening conditions. To this
end, the current study aimed to investigate the contribution
of both types of visual information to degraded speech comprehension in a joint context.
Iconic gestures are prevalent in natural, face-to-face
communication and have both a temporal and semantic
relation with co-occurring speech, causing them to be hard
to disambiguate without speech. It has been theorized that

atural, face-to-face communication often involves
an audiovisual binding that integrates information from multiple inputs such as speech, visible
speech, and iconic co-speech gestures. The relationship
between these two visual articulators and the speech signal
seems to differ: Iconic gestures, which can be described as
hand movements that illustrate object attributes, actions,
and space (e.g., Clark, 1996; Goldin-Meadow, 2005;
McNeill, 1992), are related to speech on a semantic level,
due to the similarities to the objects, events, and spatial
relations they represent. In contrast, the relation between
visible speech, consisting of lip movements, tongue
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iconic gestures are an integral part of language (Kendon,
2004; McNeill, 1992): Speech and iconic gestures are integrated continuously during comprehension and target linguistic processing on semantic, syntactic, and pragmatic levels
(Holle et al., 2012; Kelly, Özyürek, & Maris, 2010; McNeill,
1992; for a review and meta-analysis, see Hostetter, 2011).
Previous research has shown that semantic information
from iconic gestures is indeed processed by listeners and
that iconic gestures can affect language comprehension at
behavioral and neural levels (e.g., Beattie & Shovelton, 1999a,
1999b, 2002; Holle & Gunter, 2007; Holler, Kelly, Hagoort,
& Özyürek, 2010; Holler, Shovelton, & Beattie, 2009; Holler
et al., 2014; Kelly, Barr, Church, & Lynch, 1999; Kelly,
Healey, Özyürek, & Holler, 2015; Obermeier, Holle, &
Gunter, 2011; for a review, see Özyürek, 2014). For example, in an electroencephalography (EEG) study, Holle and
Gunter (2007) showed participants videos of an actor who
uttered a sentence while gesturing. Here, the experimental
sentences contained an unbalanced homonym in the first
part of the sentence (e.g., “She controlled the ball ”). This
homonym was disambiguated in the subsequent clause
(e.g., “which during the game”/“which during the dance”).
When the actor uttered the homonym, he would simultaneously produce an iconic gesture that either depicted the
dominant (“game”) or the subordinate meaning (“dance”)
of the homonym. When the gesture was congruent, they
found a smaller N400 as compared with an incongruent
gesture. This suggests that listeners use the semantic information from gestures to disambiguate speech.
So far, it has been argued that in adverse listening conditions, gestures occur more frequently (Hoskin & Herman,
2001; Kendon, 2004) and that listeners take gestures more
into account than in clear speech (Rogers, 1978). This was
also found by Obermeier et al. (2011), who used a paradigm similar to that of Holle and Gunter (2007) to reveal
that when there was no temporal overlap of a word and
a gesture, and participants were not explicitly asked to
attend to the gestures, speech–gesture integration did not
occur. However, in a subsequent study, in which the same
stimuli were presented in multitalker babble noise, listeners
did incorporate the gestural information with the speech
signal to disambiguate the meaning of the sentence. This
effect was also found for hearing-impaired individuals
(Obermeier et al., 2012). These results underline that
speech–gesture integration can be modulated by specific
characteristics of the communicative situation.
Another functional magnetic resonance imaging
study by Holle et al. (2010) investigated the integration of
iconic gestures and speech by manipulating the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) of the speech to target areas that were
sensitive to bimodal enhancement and inverse effectiveness
(greater bimodal enhancement for unimodally least effective stimuli, i.e., the noisiest speech level). Participants
watched videos of an actor with a covered face who uttered
short sentences (e.g., “And now I grate the cheese”) with or
without an accompanying iconic co-speech gesture. These
videos were presented with speech in a good SNR (+2 dB)
or in a moderate SNR (−6 dB) condition, using multitalker

babble tracks. Their results revealed that the superior temporal sulcus and superior temporal gyrus in both hemispheres were sensitive to bimodal enhancement, and the
neural enhancement for bimodal enhancement was even
larger when participants were processing the speech and
gestures in the degraded speech conditions. On both a neural and a behavioral level (i.e., response accuracy), this
study showed that attending to a gesture under adverse listening conditions can significantly enhance speech comprehension and help in the disambiguation of a speech signal
that is difficult to interpret. This gestural enhancement had
already been described by Rogers (1978), who manipulated noise levels to show that gestures could only benefit
speech comprehension when sufficient noise was added to
the speech signal.
As Holle et al. (2010) noted, however, their study
(and other studies, see e.g., Obermeier et al., 2011, 2012)
only focused on one visual articulator in speech-related
audiovisual integration, namely, iconic gestures. Other
visual articulators, such as lip movements, were deliberately excluded from the stimuli by blocking the actor’s face
with a black mask. Yet, these lip movements are inherently
part of natural, face-to-face communication: Lip movements can provide temporal information about the speech
signal (e.g., on the amplitude envelope) and information on
the spatial location of a speaker’s articulators (e.g., place
and manner of articulation), which can be specifically useful
when perceiving speech in adverse listening conditions.
In addition, lip movements can convey phonological information, because of the form–form relationship between lip
movements and syllables or segments that are present
in the speech stream (for a recent review, see Peelle &
Sommers, 2015).
The enhancement effect that visible speech (consisting of lip movements, tongue movements, and information
from teeth) has on speech comprehension in clear and adverse listening conditions has been reported by several studies (e.g., Erber, 1969, 1971; Ma, Zhou, Ross, Foxe, & Parra,
2009; Ross et al., 2007; Schwartz, Berthommier, & Savariaux,
2004; Sumby & Pollack, 1954). Recognizing speech in noise
is easier when a visual cue is present than when auditory
information is presented alone, and visual cues have been
shown to improve recognition accuracy (Tye-Murray,
Sommers, & Spehar, 2007). Previous studies have argued
that this beneficial effect increases as the SNR decreases
(Callan et al., 2003; Erber, 1969, 1971; Sumby & Pollack
1954). However, more recent studies have reported that
visual enhancement of speech by lip movements seems to
be largest at “intermediate” SNR levels, where the auditory input is at a level between “perfectly audible” and
“completely unintelligible” (Ma et al., 2009; Ross et al.,
2007). This has also been reported by Holle et al. (2010)
for gestural enhancement of speech in noise. Nevertheless,
most studies on lip movements as a visual enhancement of
speech have used stimuli that only showed the lips or lower
half of the face (e.g., Callan et al., 2003; Ross et al., 2007;
Schwartz et al., 2004) to eliminate influences from the rest
of the face or body. This is similar to studies in the domain
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of gestural enhancement of speech in noise, where most
studies block the face of the speaker, the mouth, or just
show the torso of the speaker, to eliminate influences from
visible speech (e.g., Holle et al., 2010; Obermeier et al.,
2011, 2012).
Although there has not been a study that investigated the combined contribution of visible speech and
iconic gestures on speech comprehension in adverse listening conditions, a few studies used both visual articulators
in their stimuli. In a functional magnetic resonance imaging study, Skipper, Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, and Small
(2009) showed that when clear speech was accompanied
by meaningful gestures, there was strong functional connectivity between motor planning and production areas
and areas that are thought to mediate semantic aspects of
language comprehension. This suggests that the motor system works together with language areas to determine the
meaning of those gestures. When just facial information
(including visual speech) was present, there were strong
connectivity patterns between motor planning and production areas and areas that are thought to be involved in
phonological processing of speech. These results suggest
that information from visible speech is integrated with
phonological information, whereas meaningful gestures target semantic aspects of language comprehension. However,
it remains unknown how these two articulators interact
when both are able to enhance language comprehension in
adverse listening conditions.
Two other studies, by Kelly, Hirata, et al. (2008)
and Hirata and Kelly (2010), examined the effects of lip
movements and iconic gestures on auditory learning of
second-language speech sounds (i.e., prosody and segmental phonology of Japanese). They hypothesized that
having both modalities present would benefit learning the
most, but they found that only lip movements resulted in
greater learning. They explained their results by stating
that hand gestures might not be suited to learn lower-level
acoustic information, such as phoneme contrasts. Again,
this study underlines the different relations of visible speech
and iconic gestures to speech: Visible speech can convey
phonological information that can be mapped to the speech
signal, whereas gestural information conveys semantic
information. It remains unknown how these visual articulators interact when both can enhance language comprehension, such as when speech is degraded.

speech) present, or having no visual articulators present
(i.e., speech + lips blurred). Because iconic gestures convey
semantic cues that could add to degraded speech comprehension, and visible speech conveys phonological cues
that could add to degraded speech comprehension, we
expected iconic gestures to have an additional enhancement effect on top of the enhancement effect from visible
speech.
We hypothesized that the enhancement from visible
speech compared with speech alone (i.e., visual speech enhancement: speech + visible speech compared with speech +
lips blurred) would be larger at an intermediate level of
degradation compared with a severe level of degradation,
allowing a listener to map the phonological information
from visible speech to the speech signal. In addition, we
expected the enhancement from iconic gestures on top of
visible speech (i.e., gestural enhancement: speech + visible
speech + gesture compared with speech + visible speech) to
be largest at an intermediate level of degradation compared
with a severe level of degradation, which would indicate
that a listener can benefit more from the semantic information from iconic gestures when there are more clear
auditory cues with which to map this information. Last, we
predicted that the enhancement of both articulators combined (i.e., double enhancement: speech + visible speech +
gesture compared with speech + lips blurred) would be largest at an intermediate level of degradation compared with
severe degradation. Because iconic gestures occur on top
of information from visible speech, we expect that this benefit should only be possible when enough auditory cues
are available to the listeners. This way, listeners can benefit
from both phonological information that is conveyed by
visible speech, and from semantic information that is conveyed by iconic gestures.
On the basis of previous results on gestural enhancement of degraded speech comprehension (Holle et al., 2010,
with no information from visible speech present) and
enhancement of visible speech (e.g., Ross et al., 2007, with
no information from iconic gestures present), we hypothesized that for double enhancement from both iconic gestures and visible speech, we would find a similar moderate
range for optimal integration where our language system is
weighted to an equal reliance on auditory inputs (speech)
and visual inputs (iconic gestures and visible speech).

The Present Study

Methods

The current study aimed to investigate the enhancement effect of iconic gestures and visible speech on degraded
speech comprehension by studying these visual articulators
in a joint context. In particular, we examined the added
benefit, if any, provided by gestural information on top of
the enhancement of visible speech on degraded speech comprehension, and we tested the hypothesis of whether the
occurrence of two visual articulators (i.e., speech + visible
speech + gesture) enhances degraded speech comprehension
more than having only visible speech (i.e., speech + visible
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Participants
Twenty right-handed native speakers of Dutch
(11 women and 9 men, Mage = 23;2 [years;months], SD =
4.84) participated in this experiment. All participants reported no neurological or language-related disorders, no
hearing impairments, and had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. None of the participants participated in the
pretest (described below). All participants gave informed
written consent before the start of the experiment and
received financial compensation for participation.
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Stimulus Materials
We presented participants with 220 short video clips
of a female, native Dutch actress uttering a Dutch action
verb. The auditory and visual stimuli consisted of the
Dutch high-frequency action verbs, to make sure that the
verbs could be easily coupled with iconic gestures. All
video materials were recorded with a JVC GY-HM100
camcorder. Each recording of an action verb resulted in a
video length of 2 s, with an average speech onset of 680 ms
after video onset. All videos displayed the female actress
from head to knees, appearing in the middle of the screen
and wearing neutrally colored clothes (gray and black), in
front of a unicolored and neutral background. Upon onset
of the recording, the actress’ starting position was the same
for all videos. She was standing straight, facing the camera,
with her arms hanging casually on each side of the body.
During recording, she was instructed to utter the action
verb while making a hand gesture that she found representative for the verb, without receiving feedback from the
experimenter. The gestures she made were not instructed by
the experimenter but were spontaneously created by the
actress. If the actress would have received explicit instructions
per gesture, the gestures would have looked unnatural or
choreographed, and the conscious effort to make a certain
gesture could have drawn the attention of the participants
explicitly to the gestures. All gestures that accompanied the
action verbs were iconic movements for the actions that the
verbs depicted (e.g., a drinking gesture resembling a cup
that is raised towards the mouth for the verb “to drink”).
The preparation of all gestures started 120 ms after video
onset, and the stroke (the meaning-bearing part) of the gestures always coincided with the spoken verb.
The auditory sound files were intensity scaled to
70 dB and denoised in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2015).
All sound files were recombined with their corresponding
video files in Adobe Premiere Pro. From each video’s clear
audio file, we created noise-vocoded degraded versions,
using a custom-made script in Praat. Noise-vocoding effectively manipulates the spectral or temporal detail while preserving the amplitude envelope of the speech signal (Shannon,
Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995). This way, the
speech signal remains intelligible to a certain extent, depending on the number of vocoding bands, with more bands
resulting in a more intelligible speech signal. We band-pass
filtered each sound file between 50 Hz and 8000 Hz and
divided the signal into logarithmically spaced frequency
bands between 50 and 8000 Hz. This resulted in cutoff frequencies at 50 Hz, 632.5 Hz, and 8000 Hz for 2-band noisevocoding and 50 Hz, 116.5 Hz, 271.4 Hz, 632.5 Hz, 1473.6 Hz,
3433.5 Hz, and 8000 Hz for 6-band noise-vocoding. We
used the frequencies to filter white noise in order to obtain
six noise bands. We extracted the amplitude envelope of
each band by using half-wave rectification. We then multiplied the amplitude envelope with the noise bands and recombined the bands to form the distorted signal.
In addition to clear speech, we included 2-band noisevocoding and 6-band noise-vocoding in our experiment.

In total, 11 conditions were created for the experiment
(for an overview, see Figure 1). First, nine conditions
were created in a 3 (speech + lips blurred, speech + visible
speech, speech + visible speech + gesture) × 3 (2-band
noise-vocoding [severe degradation], 6-band noise-vocoding
[moderate degradation], and clear speech) design. Second,
we added two extra conditions without sound (visible
speech only, which is similar to lip reading, and visible
speech + gesture) to test how much information participants could resolve from visual input by itself. These conditions did not contain an audio file, so participants could
utilize only the visual input. The final experimental set
contained 220 videos with 220 distinct verbs that were
divided over these 11 conditions (20 per condition) to test
the different contributions of visible speech and gestures to
clear speech comprehension and in these two degraded listening conditions.

Pretest
To ensure that the verbs that we chose could be disambiguated by the iconic gestures that we recorded, we
conducted a pretest to examine whether the gestures that
the actress made in the video indeed depicted the verbs we
matched them with in our audio files. In this experiment,
20 native Dutch speakers (10 women and 10 men, Mage =
22;2, SD = 3.3) with no motor, neurological, visual, hearing, or language impairments, and who did not participate
in the main experiment, were presented with 170 video
stimuli that contained a gesture (not all 220 videos contained a gesture, and these videos thus were used in the
other conditions), but without the audio file that contained
the verb. All stimuli were presented on a computer screen
using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems,
Inc.), and were presented in a different, randomized order
per participant. First, participants were presented with a
fixation cross for 1000 ms, after which the video stimulus
started playing. After video onset, participants were asked
to type down the verbs they associated with the movement
in the video. After they filled out the verbs, we showed
them the verb we originally matched it with in our auditory stimuli, and we asked the participants to indicate on a
7-point scale (ranging from does not fit the movement at all
to fits the movement really well) how iconic they found the
movement in the video of the verb that was presented on
the screen. This way, we could ensure that in the main
experiment, the spoken verbs matched the gesture, and
participants could use the information from the gestures
to disambiguate speech. If the gestures were not a good
match with the verb, this gestural information would not
enhance speech comprehension. All participants completed
the task in approximately 35 min and could take self-paced
breaks after every 55 items.
The typed answers on the first question of this pretest (“Which verb do you associate with this video?”)
were used to determine which verbs had to be renamed to
a possibly more occurring synonym, or which verbs were
not recognizable and had to be discarded. We coded the
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Figure 1. Overview of the design and conditions used in the experiment.

answers either as “correct,” when the correct verb or a
synonym was given, or as “incorrect,” when the input
consisted of an unrelated verb. The results revealed a
mean recognition rate of 59% over all gesture videos. The
percentage reported here indicates that the gestures are
potentially ambiguous in the absence of speech, which is
similar to how they are perceived in everyday communication (Krauss, Morrel-Samuels, & Colsante, 1991). Although
this seems like a low overall consistency between participants,
one must note that co-speech gestures, such as the iconic
co-speech gestures used in these videos, normally occur
in the presence of speech, and a higher overall percentage
would have indicated that the gestures in our video were
more like pantomimes, which are often understood and
produced without speech. Because our study aimed to understand the possible effects of iconic co-speech gestures on
degraded speech comprehension, we did not use pantomimes.
The second question in this pretest targeted the question of whether the video depicted the verb we matched it
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with in our auditory stimuli. Out of all videos, there were
six videos that did not score above a mean rating of 5 on
our 7-point scale (ranging from does not fit the movement
at all [1] to fits the movement really well [7], indicating
that 5 corresponds to fits the movement). These videos had
a mean score of 4.79, 4.05, 4.15, 4.94, 4.89, and 4.94
and were not used in this experiment. The mean score on
“iconicity” over the other videos was 6.1 (SD = 0.64). It
is interesting to note that participants indicated after the
experiment that when they saw the corresponding verb,
they often found that verb (which was often a synonym
of their own answer) fitting for the gesture in the video
as well, even though it did not always correspond to their
own answer. This shows that the mean recognition rate
might be negatively biased: Even though participants
may have filled in a different verb in the first task, they
still highly agreed that the gesture in the video corresponded to the verb (as indicated by the score on the
second task).
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Procedure
In our main experiment, participants were tested in
a dimly lit soundproof booth, where they were seated in
front of a computer with headphones on. Before the experiment started, the experimenter gave a short verbal instruction that prepared the participant for the different videos
that were going to be presented. All stimuli were presented
full screen on a 1650 × 1080 monitor using Presentation
software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc.), at a 70-cm distance in front of the participant. A trial started with a fixation cross of 1000 ms, after which the stimulus was played.
Then, in a free-recall task, participants were asked to
type which verb they thought the actress tried to convey.
After the participants typed in their answers, a new trial
began after 500 ms. An answer was coded as “correct”
when a participant wrote down the correct verb, or minor
spelling mistakes were made. Synonyms or category-related
verbs (e.g., “to bake” for “to cook”) were counted as
incorrect.
All participants were presented with a different
pseudorandomization of the stimuli, with the constraint
that a specific condition could not be presented more
than twice in a row. The stimuli were presented in blocks
of 55 trials, and participants could take a self-paced break
in between blocks. All participants completed the tasks
within 45 min.

Results
As a first step, we used a 3 × 3 repeated measures
analysis of variance with the factors for which we wanted
to find the percentage of correct answers: visual articulator
(speech + lips blurred; speech + visible speech; speech +
visible speech + gesture) and noise-vocoding level (2-band
noise-vocoding; 6-band noise-vocoding; clear speech).
Note that we excluded the visual-only conditions from this
analysis (in which we tested only visible speech and visible
speech + gesture, and not visible speech + lips blurred, as
this would result in a silent movie with no movement),
because this would make our analysis unbalanced. As
hypothesized, we found a significant main effect of noisevocoding, F(2, 38) = 1569.78, p < .001, η2 = .96, indicating that the more the speech signal was noise-vocoded, the
fewer correct answers were given by the participants. We
also found a main effect of visual articulator, F(2, 38) =
504.28, p < .001, η2 = .98, indicating that the more visual
articulators were added to the signal, the more correct
answers were given. In addition, we found a significant
interaction between noise-vocoding level and visual articulator, F(4, 76) = 194.11, p < .001, η2 = .91, which seemed
to be driven by the relatively higher amount of correct
responses in the 6-band noise-vocoding condition compared with the other speech conditions (see Figure 2 for
the percentages of correct responses per condition).
To further investigate this interaction, we compared the
differences between and within the different noise-vocoding
levels and visual articulators in a separate analysis. This

analysis allowed us to compare the enhancement driven
by different visual articulators as well as compare those
enhancement effects between noise-vocoding levels. In
comparing the enhancement from the different visual articulators, we recognized that calculating the absolute gain in
terms of difference scores is limited in appropriately characterizing the maximum gain per condition. This is because
there is an inverse relationship that exists between the performance in the speech + lips blurred and speech + visible
speech conditions and the maximum benefit that is derived
when calculating the enhancement of the different visual
articulators (see Grant & Walden, 1996). For example, we
found a 2.75% recognition rate for speech + lips blurred in
2-band noise-vocoding as compared with 11.75% in 6-band
noise-vocoding. The maximum gain possible on the basis of
pure difference scores would therefore be 97.75% for 2-band
noise-vocoding, and 88.25% for 6-band noise-vocoding,
which would be hard to compare, because the maximal
gain that is possible in 2-band noise-vocoding is larger than
in 6-band noise-vocoding.
Therefore, to avoid possible floor effects and in keeping with previous studies, such as Sumby and Pollack (1954),
we controlled for this by defining three difference scores
([A − B/100 − B], i.e., enhancement types) for (a) visible
speech enhancement: speech + visible speech − speech + lips
blurred; (b) gestural enhancement: speech + visible speech +
gesture − speech + visible speech; and (c) double enhancement: speech + visible speech + gesture − speech + lips
blurred (for a discussion of other calculation methods, see
Ross et al., 2007) divided by the maximal possible enhancement (for visible speech enhancement: 100 − speech + lips
blurred; for gestural enhancement: 100 − speech + visible
speech; for double enhancement: 100 − speech + lips blurred).
We subjected these outcomes to a repeated measures analysis of variance with the factors noise-vocoding (2-band,
6-band, clear) and enhancement type (visible speech
enhancement, gestural enhancement, double enhancement).
Our analysis revealed a main effect of noise-vocoding,
F(2, 38) = 320.23, p < .001, partial η2 = .94, indicating that
the more degraded the signal was, the less enhancement was
present. Moreover, we found a main effect of enhancement
type, F(1.06, 20.19) = 276.74, p < .001, partial η2 = .94,
Greenhouse-Geisser corrected, indicating that the more
visual information was present, the more participants
answered correctly. It is important to note that we found
a significant interaction between enhancement type and
noise-vocoding, F(1.97, 37.37) = 102.65, p < .001, partial
η2 = .84, Greenhouse-Geisser corrected. Pairwise comparisons (all Bonferroni corrected) showed a significant difference between gestural enhancement and visible speech
enhancement in both the 2-band noise-vocoding condition,
t(19) = 9.41, pbon < .001, and the 6-band noise-vocoding
condition, t(19) = 12.94, pbon < .001. Furthermore, the difference between gestural enhancement and visible speech
enhancement was larger for 6-band noise-vocoding than
2-band noise-vocoding, F(1, 19) = 64.48, pbon < .001, partial
η2 = .77. Last, double enhancement was larger at 6-band
noise-vocoding than in 2-band noise-vocoding, t(19) = −10.04,
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Figure 2. Percentage of correctly identified verbs (% correct) per condition. Error bars represent SD.

pbon < .001 (see Figure 3). Pairwise comparisons showed
a significant difference in visible speech enhancement
and double enhancement in both 2-band noise-vocoding,
t(19) = 12.47, pbon <.001, and 6-band noise-vocoding,
t(19) = 20.79, pbon < .001. This difference between visible
speech enhancement and double enhancement was larger
in 6-band noise-vocoding than in 2-band noise-vocoding,
F(1, 19) = 163.20, pbon < .001, partial η2 = .90. In addition,
pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference in gestural enhancement and double enhancement in both 2-band
noise-vocoding, t(19) = 3.36, pbon < .01, and 6-band noisevocoding, t(19) = 7.79, pbon < .001, which was again largest

in 6-band noise-vocoding, F(1, 19) = 30.44, pbon < .001,
partial η2 = .62.
At first, we did not include the two visual-only conditions (visible speech only, visible speech + gesture) in
our main analysis, because they would create an unbalanced design for analyzing all conditions together. However, these conditions were still of interest to determine
how much information participants could obtain from
visual input alone without speech being present. Therefore,
we first tested the difference between the two separate
visual-only conditions by means of a paired samples t-test.
We found a significant difference between visible speech

Figure 3. Enhancement effect (A − B/100 − B) corrected for floor effects. Error bars represent SD; n.s. = not significant.
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only and visible speech + gesture, t(19) = 15.12, p < .001,
indicating that response accuracy was higher for trials
containing both visible speech and gestures compared with
videos that just contained visible speech (see Figure 2).
We subsequently compared this difference between visible
speech + gesture and visible speech only (i.e., gestural enhancement, computed as the difference [visible speech +
gesture − visible speech only/100 − visible speech only]) and
the gestural enhancement in the context of speech (speech +
visible speech + gesture − speech + visible speech/100 −
speech + visible speech) both in the 6-band and 2-band
noise-vocoding conditions (see Figure 3). Our analysis
revealed a significant difference between gestural enhancement in the visual-only conditions and gestural enhancement in 6-band noise-vocoding, t(19) = −3.23, pbon < .05,
but not compared with the 2-band noise-vocoding condition,
t(19) = 1.1, pbon > .1. These results confirmed that gestural
enhancement in 6-band noise-vocoding was significantly
greater compared with 2-band noise-vocoding and compared
with gestural enhancement in the visual-only conditions.
However, gestural enhancement in the visual-only conditions
was not larger than gestural enhancement in 2-band noisevocoding, indicating that if there are no longer reliable auditory cues available (as in 2-band noise-vocoding), comprehension might be comparable to when there is no auditory
input at all (as in visual-only conditions).
We explored the error types per visual articulator
and per noise-vocoding level. However, because the percentage of error type in some conditions was very low, we
did not subject these error types to a statistical analysis.
To test for possible confounding effects of fatigue or learning, we also compared the amount of correct answers per
block. We found no difference in correct answers between
the different blocks in the experiment ( p > .1).

Discussion
The first aim of our study was to reveal whether and
to what extent iconic gestures can contribute to enhancement
of degraded speech comprehension on top of information
from visible speech, and whether double enhancement from
both visual articulators is more beneficial for comprehension than having just visible speech present as a visual articulator, or having no visual articulators present. Whereas
previous studies have approached the contribution of these
two visual articulators only separately, we investigated the
enhancement effects of iconic gestures and visible speech in
a joint context. Because iconic gestures can provide information on a semantic level, and visible speech can provide
information on a phonological level, we expected an additive effect of gestures on top of the enhancement of visible
speech during degraded speech comprehension. Our data
indeed showed that while perceiving degraded speech in a
visual context, listeners benefit most from having both visible speech and iconic gestures present, as compared with
having just visible speech present, or having only auditory
information present. Here, gestures provide an additional
benefit on top of the enhancement of visible speech.

Our second aim was to demarcate the noise conditions under which this double enhancement from both
visible speech and iconic gestures in the context of visible
speech adds the most to degraded speech comprehension.
Our data suggest that at a moderate level of noise-vocoding
(6-band), there is an optimal range for maximal multimodal integration where listeners can benefit most from
the visual information. The enhancement effects of visible
speech enhancement, gestural enhancement, and double
enhancement were significantly larger in 6-band noise-vocoding
than in 2-band noise-vocoding or in the visual-only conditions. However, we did not find a difference in gestural enhancement between 2-band noise-vocoding and visual-only
conditions. Taken together, our results showed that at this
optimal enhancement level of 6-band noise-vocoding, auditory cues were still moderately reliable, and listeners were
able to combine and integrate information from both visible
speech and iconic co-speech gestures to aid in comprehension, resulting in an additive effect of double, multimodal
enhancement from visible speech and iconic gestures. Here,
semantic information from iconic gestures adds to the mapping between the speech signal and phonological information that is derived from lip movements in visible speech.
Next, we will discuss these results in more detail.
In line with previous research, we found a significant
benefit of adding information from visible speech to the
speech signal (visible speech enhancement) in response to
stimuli from both noise-vocoding levels (e.g., Sumby &
Pollack, 1954). This benefit from solely visible speech was
significantly larger at a moderate level of noise-vocoding
(6-band) than at a severe level of noise-vocoding (2-band).
It has been suggested that the benefit from visible speech
continues to increase as the information that is available
from auditory inputs decreases (Erber, 1969, 1971; Meredith
& Stein, 1983; Sumby & Pollack, 1954), as would be predicted by the principle of inverse effectiveness. However,
recent studies have argued that there are minimal levels of
auditory information necessary before recognition accuracy
can be most enhanced by congruent visible input (Ross
et al., 2007). Our data concur with this latter idea by finding
an optimal range for multimodal integration and enhancement, at which auditory cues are moderately reliable and
enhancement from visible speech has its maximal effect.
The current results provide novel evidence by showing that iconic gestures can enhance this benefit from visible speech even more: We found a significant difference
between gestural enhancement (speech + visible speech +
gesture − speech + visible speech) and visible speech enhancement (speech + visible speech − speech + lips blurred)
at both noise-vocoding levels. In addition, we found significant differences between double enhancement and gestural
enhancement, as well as between double and visible speech
enhancement at both noise-vocoding levels. Our results
therefore suggest that although both visual modalities
enhance degraded speech comprehension, the presence of
both iconic gestures and visible speech (double enhancement) in the input enhances speech comprehension most.
This is in line with previous literature on the benefits of
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gestures in language processing and theories of communication that postulate that multimodal information combines
with speech to aid language comprehension (Clark, 1996;
Goldin-Meadow, 2005; McNeill, 1992; for a review, see
Kelly, Manning, & Rodak, 2008). We find it interesting
that the enhancement of both visual articulators (double
enhancement) was significantly larger than visible speech
enhancement at both noise-vocoding levels. This suggests,
in line with previous research, that gestures are actively
processed and integrated with the speech signal (Kelly et al.,
2010; Kendon, 2004), even under conditions where speech
is visible (also see Holler et al., 2014).
It is important to note that this double enhancement
from both iconic gestures and visible speech is in itself still
a product of integration of the auditory (speech) and visual
(iconic gestures and visual speech) input, and not a result
of our participants focusing solely on the visual input. The
gain in recognition accuracy in our visual-only (visible
speech + gesture − visible speech only) conditions was significantly smaller than the gain we found in the moderate
noise (6-band noise-vocoding) condition. The fact that we
did not find a similar difference in enhancement between
the visual-only conditions and the severe degradation
(2-band noise-vocoding) condition suggests that in 2-band
noise-vocoding, visible speech cannot be reliably matched
to phonological information in the speech signal, and listeners might have focused more on semantic information
from gestures to map to the speech signal for disambiguation. As a result, listeners seem to lose the additive effect
of double enhancement from visible speech and gestures
for speech comprehension in 2-band noise-vocoding because
there are not enough reliable auditory cues present in the
speech signal to map visible speech too. Consequently,
in 2-band noise-vocoding and visual-only conditions, gestural enhancement consists solely of what can be picked up
semantically from the gesture, in addition to information
from visible speech. Taken together, we therefore suggest
that listeners are only able to benefit from double enhancement from both gestures and visible speech when auditory
information is still moderately reliable, to facilitate a binding that integrates information from visible speech, gestures, and speech into one coherent percept that exceeds
a certain reliability threshold, forming an optimal range
where maximal multimodal integration and enhancement
can occur.
In earlier work on the contribution of visible speech and
hand gestures to learning nonnative speech sounds, Kelly,
Hirata, et al. (2008) argued that lip and mouth movements
help in auditory encoding of speech, whereas hand gestures
can only help to understand the meaning of words in the
speech stream when the auditory signal is correctly encoded.
On the basis of their results, Kelly, Hirata, et al. (2008) argued
that the benefits of multimodal input target different stages
of linguistic processing. Here, mouth movements seem to
aid during phonological stages, whereas hand gestures aid
during semantic stages, which, according to the authors, fits
with McNeill’s (1992) interpretation of speech and gesture
forming an integrated system during language comprehension.
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The results from the present study indeed concur
with the idea that speech and gesture form an integrated
system and that the benefits of multimodal input target different stages of linguistic processing. Indeed, visible speech
possibly plays a significant role during auditory encoding
of speech, but according to our current results, iconic gestures not only benefit comprehension when auditory information can be correctly encoded and understood, but also
benefit comprehension under adverse listening conditions (cf.
Kelly, Hirata, et al., 2008). Even in 2-band noise-vocoding,
when auditory cues are no longer reliable, and correct
encoding of the auditory input is difficult, gestures significantly enhance comprehension. Instead, our data suggest
that when encoding of auditory information is difficult or
when auditory cues are largely unreliable, listeners are
mostly driven by the semantic information from gestures
to guide comprehension, which can be beneficial to disambiguate the auditory cues. However, when auditory cues
are moderately reliable and there are enough auditory cues
available with which to map the phonological information
of visible speech, listeners can benefit from a “double”
multimodal enhancement from the two visual articulators,
integrating both the phonological information from visible
speech and semantic information from gestures with the
speech signal. This, in turn, results in an additive effect of
the semantic information provided by iconic gestures on
top of the phonological information from visible speech.
However, in 2-band noise vocoding, when phonological
information from visible speech can no longer be reliably
matched to the speech signal, listeners lose this additive
double enhancement effect of visible speech and iconic gestures, and mostly utilize the semantic information from
gestures (i.e., gestural enhancement) to resolve the form of
the speech signal. On the basis of these results, we suggest
that at least in adverse listening conditions in which auditory cues are no longer reliable, language processing might
be more driven by semantic information that is abstracted
from iconic co-speech gestures.
Our findings suggest that the use of iconic gestures
can play a pivotal role in natural face-to-face communication: Gestural information can help to access the meaning
of a word to resolve the form of the speech signal when
a listening situation is challenging, such as in noise. One
limitation of our work can be that our actress uttered the
stimuli in a setting with optimal listening conditions, without any noise. We edited her auditory input after recording, to test the effect of different noise-vocoding bands. In
this regard, it is important to note that in a natural adverse
listening condition, our speaker would have probably adjusted her articulatory movements to optimally communicate her message. This effect has been previously described
as the Lombard effect, which refers to the tendency of
speakers to increase their vocal effort when speaking in
noise to enhance the audibility of their voice (which is not
limited to loudness, but also to the length of phonemes and
syllables, speech rate and pitch, amongst others; Lombard,
1911). Therefore, this could also have an effect on the production of iconic co-speech gestures as well: For example,
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producing a larger iconic gesture in an adverse listening
condition could have resulted in a larger co-speech gesture
than in clear speech. Future research could test this possibility by recording stimuli in an adverse listening condition
and presenting these videos to participants to increase ecological validity. A second limitation of our study could be
that our participants were only presented with single action
verbs. Future research could investigate whether presenting
these verbs in a sentence context might have an influence
on how much a listener depends on different visual articulators. In addition, future endeavors could consider that natural face-to-face communication does not only consist of a
binding of speech and visual information from gestures and
visible speech. Instead, research can tap into the influence
of other nonverbal behavior (such as head and brow
movements; see, e.g., Krahmer & Swerts, 2007) and their
co-occurrence with visible speech and gesture to fully
understand the optimal conditions for visual enhancement
of speech in adverse listening conditions. Last, replicating
the effects found in this study with hearing-impaired populations will provide a better diagnosis of their speech comprehension in ecologically valid contexts (i.e., in a multimodal
context). These research efforts, in turn, can further elucidate the results from the current study and also inform
debates on audiovisual training for both clinical populations
and educational instruction.
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